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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE   
The guide that is in your possession constitutes a complete travel

manual that will help you familiarize fully with the area of Psilori-

tis. It offers useful information, maps and routes and its proper

use will surely make your holidays easier, more enjoyable and

meaningful. 

In the first pages (p. 6- 25) you will find general information on the

area. A brief reference on the main sites of the area can be found in

pages 26 and 27 in the section “A quick tour of Psiloritis”. 

The main part of the guide is divided in seven key points of depar-

ture around the area of Psiloritis. That is, seven villages that can be

used as the base so as to familiarize yourselves fully with the wider

area in which each of these villages belongs to. Starting for exam-

ple from the village of Anogia as far as the village of Krousonas you

can have detailed information regarding the villages, the routes,

the natural environment, the sights, the cultural and religious cele-

brations, the local products of each area, the tourist infrastructure

as well as practical information and telephone numbers that will be

useful during your stay in Psiloritis. In the last pages of the guide

you will find information for safe mountaineering and the Euro-

pean Geoparks Network. Note that this tourist guide contains the

map of the entire area of Psiloritis with full marking and an anno-

tation with the explanation of symbols.
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The southern and eastern side of the mountain, however, seems wilder because

vertical cliffs start from the mountain tops and reach the down country of Herak-

lio and Mesara or end up in the valley of Amari. In this place there are settlements

that are built in the root of the cliff so as to take advantage of the feeding grounds

or spread around the fertile and cultivable mountainous areas. The large rivers

cross the small valleys of the areas, such as Geropotapos at the northern side,

Amarianos and Platis River on the southern side, Koutsolidis that starts from the

forest of Rouvas as well as Lithaios that ends up in Ancient Gortina. Gorges that

are the exits of water start from all the sides of the mountain as the water flows

violently towards the sea as well as paths that cross the mountain since the ancient

times. Shepherds’ shelters (mitato) are unique constructions in the wild landscape

that interchange between rocky areas with kermes oak forests and humble endem-

ic plants and herbs. They are small, round, stone-built houses made of limestones

in order to accommodate the stock breeders for dairy production. They spread

around the Psiloritis areas. 

The rich nature of Psiloritis is ideal for stock-breeding activities in the mountain-

ous areas while in the low lands there are cultivations of olive trees for olive oil,

vineyards for wine, dry goods and fruits.  

People that live in the root of the mountain grew up listening to ancient and mod-
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ern myths with points of reference the ancient sacred caves such as Idaion Andron,

Patsos and Melidoni caves, the holocausts and the sacrifices for freedom but also

the simple, everyday habits and the local customs, sustained and enhanced by the

modern way of life.  

Psiloritis is the land that inspires the creation and search of values. It is the land

that allows you to live …as high as your dreams. 

WELCOME TO THE PEAK OF CRETE 
The island of Crete has been a crossroad between the continents since ancient

times, consisting the bridge of Europe towards Africa and the contact point of

important cultures. 

It is surrounded by the Libyan and the Cretan sea, using the peaks of the moun-

tains such as Lefka Oroi from the western side of the prefecture of Chania, Psilori-

tis Mountain in the middle of the prefecture of Rethymno and Heraklio and the

mountains of the Lasithi area from the eastern side of the prefecture of Lasithi, as

its compasses. Crete is a land with intense geophysical changes. From the one hand

the high peaks and the sharp rock lands that interchange with gorges and caves

and from the other hand the sandy coasts that interchange with contrasts that are

characteristic of the physiognomy of the island. 

Crete is the land of myths that gave birth to the Father of Gods, Zeus. It is the

birthplace of the Minoan culture, the land of glorious historical monuments, palace

edifices, eminent ancient cities, carven tombs, Byzantine churches and monaster-

ies, Venetian castles and Ottoman domes; it is the place where historic battles and

sacrifices of heroes took place during its long history.

Crete is the birthplace of significant painters, scholars and poets, such as

Domenikos Theotokopoulos, Vitsentzos Kornaros, Nikos Kazantzakis, Odysseas

Elytis and many others. It is the place in which many great musicians, lyre, lute,

violin and boulgari masters celebrated life, love, death with their music, their

dance, their lyre and their poetry (mandinada).

The heart of the entire Crete beats in the inland, in the roots of the ancient moun-

tain of Idis, Psiloritis. This mountain is different from the other mountains of Crete.

It is narrowide with a few peaks with the highest of all reaching the 2.456 m. Snow

covers the main mountain chain almost the whole year through. Between the

peaks spread coombs, gorges and table-lands such as Evdomos in Malevizi, Livadi

in Krousonas as well as smaller such as Kserolimi and Vroulidia in Anogia and Nida

with Idaion Andron, the cave in which, according to the myth, Zeus grew up. 

The northern and western part of the mountain is full of large settlements from

the Mylopotamos side, cultivations and many feeding grounds. 
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cities and the pilgrimage places of ancient times, to old Christianic basilicas

and numerous byzantine churches and monasteries. Psiloritis gave birth to

great people, Saints of Christianity, scholars, fighters and heroes. Modern

history is full of revolutions and the blood of people who were sacrificed. 

As far as literature is concerned, it has brought out the miracle of the Cretan

Renaissance with masterly literature works, important poets and

hagiographers. 

The architecture of Psiloritis takes art to another level. From the stone works

that divide the cultivable land in crow-steps to the rock-built shepherds'

shelters, the stone-built houses, the cobblestone pavements, the Venetian

villas and the Byzantine churches with the elaborate bell rock towers. All the

buildings –humble or luxurious- are characteristic of the rich heritage of this

land. The Cretan muse is expressed through the sound of lyre and singing, the

products of modern Cretan music that keep tradition alive and evolving

despite all the hard times. The Cretan poems (madinades), couplets in

fiftineer rhythm are still a unique code of communication between people in

order to express love, joy and satire in everyday life.

The physiognomy of Psiloritis is surely characterized by dance that still has a

special place in the life of the Cretan since it expresses the relationship with

the land, nature, love and death.

Finally, people are those who compose the character of Psiloritis since they

grew up in the nature of Crete with the gorges and the herbs.

Amari, Pano Riza, Mylopotamos and Malevizi are simple, harsh places full of

contrasts and are spread around the four sides of the mountain. Their people

have learned to fight with the rocks and the land, climb the mountain of

thyme and dictamus, hear the sounds of the sea, cultivate their land, eat its

seeds, and create small tasteful miracles making their cuisine famous around

the world. The most important thing is that they offer their hospitality

bountifully with a smile, a treat and a good conversation.

Psiloritis invites the visitor to become the initiator and enjoy its gifts, know its

secrets through sounds and images and life experience. The warmth of the

place accepts the visitor and offers many beautiful times. This is where the

heart of Crete beats…  

Psiloritis invites you for a visit to live an

experience that is ... as high as your dreams.

THE SPECIAL PHYSIOGNOMY OF THE LAND  

“There is something in Crete. There is a flame –lets call it soul- some-

thing that is above life and death. There is pride, obstinacy, bravery,

defiance that makes you proud to be human…” N. Kazantzakis

This is the way to describe the soul of Crete. Through the words of the

upmost writer, the child of the Cretan land, Nikos Kazantzakis.

The people of the island grew up with images and sounds from the mountain

of myth, the history and the tradition of a mountain that always asserted its

imposing presence.

The special physiognomy of Crete is defined by the presence of Psiloritis

which prevails impressively at the centre of the island and plays a key part in

the character of Crete.

There are many things that make Psiloritis a special place. It is the myths of

the mountain where Zeus grew up, the sounds of cymbals by the mythical

Kourites, protectors of Zeus, the tap of the wings of the bronze giant Talos,

protector of Crete. It is the sea way of Europe to Gortina, the cries of

Minotaur in the mythical Labyrinth and Ariadni that spreads her clew with

wisdom.

The path of Ariadni's clew is the transition from the myth to the history of the

land. 

The inhabitance of the Psiloritis area takes us back to the Neolithic era. Past

memories are spread around the area of Psiloritis and lead to the Minoan
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THE MYTHS  
Psiloritis is connected with the birth and activity of immortal gods. At the

glacis of mountain Idis, Rea hunted by Saturn, hid Zeus and the mythical goat

Amalthia nurtured the king of Dodecatheon. Here, Kourites with the growl of

their shields covered the cry of the little god that was meant to become the

father of Gods and people. Above the table-land of Nida at Idaion Andron

was the center of worship of the Cretan born Zeus. Deservingly, the cave was

characterized as the Vithleem of ancient times. According to the ancient

myth, Zeus disguised as a bull, crossed over the river Litheos and transferred

Europe to the island of Crete ending up to ancient Gortina. Here is the

labyrinth; the cave where in its rambling corridors lived the infamous

Minotaur. 

The copper giant Talos was assigned by king Minoa to protect the island of

Crete from any intruder. The mythic creature is linked with the mountainous

bulk of the Talea Mountains that spread north of Psiloritis. 

Gerondospilios of Melidoni was the

worshipping place of Talaios Hermes. 

The sacred mountain from the era of the

first residence defines the fate of humans

that are fed with myths and form history.  

THE HISTORY  
The history of the area is indissolubly linked with the history of Crete. The first

residents of the island inhabited places near the coasts of the island during the

Stone Age. We come across Minoan habitations across the mountain with

important centers those of Tylisos, Gonies, Zominthos, Monastyraki and

Apodoulos of Amari.

During the Geometric and Archaic era the city of Aksos in Eleftherna bloomed.

After the Roman invasion, Crete became the district of an endless empire.

During that period Gortina became the centre of cultural and economic life of

the island. The predominance of Christianity demarcates the Byzantine period

of the land’s history. Gortina, Aksos, Eleftherna and Syvritos were the centers

of bishops. The Byzantine presence in the island was violently interrupted with

the Arabic invasion at 823. From the dark ages of the Arabic invasion we do

not have essential information for the islands status. At 961 Nikiforos Fokas

conquered Crete again. The second Byzantine period in the island began this

way. At that time, according to the legend, noble families inhabited the land

from Istanbul. During the 4th Crusade (1204) the Byzantine Empire essential-

ly broke down. Crete was then conquered by the Queen of seas, Venice. The

Cretans did not stop insurrecting against the Venetians with constant rebel-

lions. Thus, the wider area during the rebellions of the family of Kallergis

(1299) abstracted privileges for the Greek orthodox residents.  

The area was occupied by Turks in 1645. Similarly to the earliest period, the

residents of Psiloritis never accepted to subject to the foreign dynast. They

were fighting for freedom with constant rebellions. During this period, the

caves of the area of Malevizi offered a hideaway to the legendary insurgents of

the mountains (Also known as "Chainides"). 
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THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT  
Flora
Psiloritis, with the wildness of life and nature is a true paradise full of high

peaks, beautiful mountain chains, coombs with fountains and rivers that offer

bountifully water, forests full of life, rocks that popped out of the earth, gorges

as the doors of the big mountain, caves-shelters of wild animals, rich valleys

and cultivated lands at the mountainous areas.

The anaglyph of Psiloritis favored the growth of vegetation, so in some areas

there different kinds of flora. 

The most significant wealth is located at enormous cliffs. At Gafaris gorge, in

the forest of Rouvas, one can see enormous cypresses, Kermes oaks and hol-

lies, while many endemic plants present a particular interest, such as the Cre-

tan arum, the Cretan cyclamen and two rare and endemic orchids, the Cretan

Kephalantiro and the Cretan orchid called “Lipitero”. At the gnarled gorges of

Vorizia and Kamares villages, one can admire the beautiful plants that grow in

the clefts of vertical rocks many of which are endemic, such as the rock let-

tuce, the Cretan Hypericum jovis and the plant symbol of Crete, dictamus. The

gorge of Patsos presents a significant botanical interest as it is consisted of

During the big revolution for independence at 1824, the area fought with

great courage for its freedom. During this revolution for independence in

1824, four hundred people from Melidoni village were tortured to death at the

historic place of Gerondospilios.

The center of the revolution in 1866 was

at Arkadi that is a humanitarian symbol

of freedom and voluntary sacrifice. 

During the Second World War and the

Battle of Crete great battles took place

between the allies and the German

intruders. During the Nazi years, resist-

ance groups were made up and found

their shelter in the gnarled tops of Psilori-

tis. The revolutionary activity lead to the revenge of the Germans such as the

case of the holocaust if Anogia, the villages of Kedros and the execution of fif-

teen people from Gergeri, Nivritos, Gournolakos and Damatsa. 

enormous planes, tiny solenopsis, holm oaks and the endemic bear’s tail. 

The gorge of Goniana is also ideal for collecting oregano and admire herbs

called Staehelina petiolata, Centaurea argentea, the endemic Cretan ebony the

autumn cyclamens. Table-lands are also areas with particular vegetation and

unique species. The endemic red tulip at the table-land of Ious Kampos at

Amari village spreads impressively, the crocus and the Pilygonum idaeum an

endemic plant that grows at the table-land of Nida. Around the table-land of

Skinakas, grows one of the rarest plants of Crete. This perennial species of

Horstrissea is endangered to habitat loss due to the grazing of the animals.

The geological and climatic diversity of the

mountain is reflected on various types of

vegetation. The arboratious forms of veg-

etation sometimes form small clusters and

sometimes large forests. 

The forest of Rouvas is one of the biggest

forests in Crete with giant Kermes oaks in

between the deciduous maples. Here, is

located a very important biotope of the
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Fauna
The geological wealth of Psiloritis, the intense geomorphology and the variety

of its rocks are responsible for the presence of an incredible variety of animals

that survive in microclimatic conditions of every area. Hundreds of birds find

places for nesting, places for hunting, relaxation after exhaustion from migra-

tion or places to hide and mate. 

One of the few remaining populations of the Cretan wildcat lives here. Accord-

ing to the researchers, it is regarded as an animal ghost.

In the heart of Psiloritis hundreds of tiny animals, beetles, snails, centipedes,

isopods have lived for thousands years and continue to evolve silently (and

blindly!)…

The isolation of the island makes the rocky mass one of the most important

“hot spots” of high biodiversity and endemicity in Greece and have led the last

five years in its integration with NATURA network.

Psiloritis is the home for "kokkalas" or lammergeyer, which is one of the

biggest and most spectacular raptors in Europe. The Cretan population of this

raptor is probably the last viable population across the Balkans, since the use

of poisons and growth has led the bird to extinction from the landlocked

unique endemic tree of Crete, the Cretan Zelcova,

which due to its rarity is often referred as the

“Unrecognizable tree”.  A smaller but equally

impressive kermes oaks forest is located at

Vromonero place at Krousonas village. At the

southern banks of the mountain there are forests

with cypresses and rough pines, while the deciduous acorns are present near

Margarites and Vroulidia villages in Anogia. The Common Hawthorns and the

wild pear trees are especially impressive when they come to fruition, breaking

the monotony of the mountain genista. The forest of Mylopotamos and the

kermes oak tree forest at Kalivos are remarkable. In relation to the forests, the

genista (low brushes) have clearly larger biodiversity. During spring and sum-

mer, the low glacis of Psiloritis are full of colors and aromas: spiny brooms,

Genista acanthoclada, pink savory,

thymes, sage, crowberry-leaved trees,

burnets, tree spurges use their aculeuses

for protection against animals, blooms

and the change of foliage for dehydration,

aromas for attracting the insects or forc-

ing back the enemy. We also come across

Asphodels, cyclamens, autumn daffodils,

tulips, dragon lilies and a variety of orchids. At higher altitudes the genista are

shorter mainly due to the wind, the snow and the grazing of the animals. One

can also find plants spiny spurges, the perennial herbs Astragalus angustifolius,

Astracantha cretica, barberries, the flower Acantholimon androsaceum,

bulbed plants such as the Prospero automnale, the Cretan colchicums and cro-

cuses. The bushes that consist makia vegetation are evergreen. Locust tree,

wild olives, mustics, junipers, kalmias, arbutuse that resist the dry spell of the

Cretan summer have hard, coriaceous leaves and deep roots. Inaccessible clus-

ters of bushes create ericas and arbutuses at the north glacis of Kouloukonas.  

Greece. It seems that it is the last shelter in Crete. 

The carrion buzzards of Psiloritis leave the visitor of the mountains speechless

with their enormous “mass” flight. They create large colonies and nest in

abrupt rock roofs and “lofts” that are always against the winds that they use in

order to ascend in higher altitudes in order to look for dead animals. Most of

the nests at Idi Mountain (Psiloritis) are located in Amari and Pano Riza villages,

using the north smooth glacis of Mylopotamos for food hunting.

A population of raptors completes the ornithological peregrination of Psiloritis.

War eagles, lannerets, Bonelli’s eagles, haggards and common kestrels.

In the area of Psiloritis we are likely to come across the three types of the Cre-

tan amphibians: the green toad, the Cretan tree frog and the Cretan water frog,

all the types of the Cretan reptiles (snippets, lizards and the island’s four types
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The climate 
Generally, the climate of Crete is an overland Mediterranean climate. Its main

characteristic is its mildness. As far as mildness and climate changes are con-

cerned, the climate of Crete is considered to be privileged and that is due to the

central location of the island in Eastern Europe. The winter is mild mainly due

to the warm and wet winds from southwest. On the contrary, during summer,

mainly in August, the climate is characterized by the northern breezy winds.

The summer is warm with the temperature rising up to 30Æ C high and 22Æ C

low during July. Summer begins in June and ends in September with July and

August being almost rainless. It is sunny approximately 300 days per year. 

Winter usually starts in the middle of December. At the lowland and semi-

lowland areas the climate is mild or warm, while at the mountainous areas

it is mild or cold. Finally, in a very small part of the mountainous areas the

climate is wintery with intense snowfall and characteristics of an alpine land-

scape. Psiloritis is covered with snow that is preserved until spring, while in

of snakes. A unique and sad absence from Idi is the Cretan goat a species that

was eliminated from the mountain due to the prevalence of gun-runners dur-

ing the previous century. 

Many caves and precipices of the area host large colonies of protected

cheiropteras (bats) in the caves of Erfoi at the lowland Mylopotamos (hosts

several hundreds of the species), the cave of Kamilaris at Tylisos village (with

at least four types in large populations), at Chonos cave of Sarchos at

Krousonas villages (five types), the cave of Kamares and many others.

Among the invertebrates, snails, isopods and several families of ground living

beetles present endemic forms that spread exclusively on the mountain area of

Idi (Psiloritis). 

Seventeen species of snails of Mylopotamos are Cretan endemic species.

Recent studies on “warm” points of bioversity based on invertebrate fauna of

south Greece, bring out the mountainous area of Psiloritis at the second most

important point of south Greece.

gorges and sunless spots it is preserved until summer.  

Most of the rainfall takes place during December and January. During winter the

maximum temperature is 16Æ C and the minimum is 9Æ C.
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The most particular rocks of Psiloritis can be found in north Mylopotamos,

from Gonies of Malevizi to Aksos but also at the southern part of Psiloritis at

Lochria and Kamares. Tile-red, green or purple rough rocks are ophiolithic

rocks that erupted from underwater volcanoes millions of years ago. 

At the lowland and fertile zone prevail mainly yellowish limestones, marls and

argils that were formed in newer geological periods when millions of years ago

sea covered again entire parts of Crete. In between them in the area of Mesara

there is a plethora of plaster. In this area, there are hidden fossils such as sea

urchins, fish, shells, limpets, sharks’ teeth and Sirenias (large sea mammals). 

The numerous caves, the gorges and the table-lands are all a result of the

dissolution of rocks. For thousands or millions of years, water found a way out

into the mountains creating underground rivers that formed the caves. Many

of these underground rivers find their way towards the surface forming

important fountains such as the ones of Gergeris and Zaros.

Water digs into gorges at the sides of the mountains, expanding the holes of

the surface to form table-lands or landscapes from limestone. Characteristic

are the table-lands of Nida in Anogia, Ious Kampos in Gerakari, Rouvas,

Evdomos in Gonies, Stroumpoulas in Tylisos as well as gorges that are

Geology and caves
The land of Psiloritis popped out millions of years ago in the Mediterranean

with rocks that were forged from the constant collision and movement of the

lithospheric plates of Africa and Europe. This is how the mountain area of

Psiloritis was created. 

Within 5 million years the mountain gained approximately 1500 meters of

height due to the tectonic changes and became the tallest mountain of Crete

and one of the tallest mountains of the Mediterranean.

The water dug deep into the mountain rocks creating coombs, fountains,

forests, gorges and caves. At the same time, the breaches marked the

difference between Psiloritis and its twin brother Kouloukonas. 

Psiloritis is narrowide with a few peaks. Five of these peaks are over 2000

meters with the peak of Timios Stavros being the highest peak in Crete,

reaching the 2456 m while the lowest are the ones of Skinakas, Koudouni,

Mavri, Korouna, Spathi, Champatha, Chalasokefala.

The image of the mountain is interchangeable from the one end to the other.

The north and western side gets gradually lower at the semi-mountainous

areas and the feeding grounds of north Psiloritis and then we come across

historic settlements in the entire centre. 

The south and eastern side of the mountain is wild and abrupt with sharp

mountain tops reaching the fertile down countries of Heraklio and Messara or

ending up to the valley of Amari. There, the settlements are in the root of the

cliff or at the lowland and rich grounds with the valleys, the fountains and the

rivers (Zaros, Rouvas). 

Its rocks are mainly from limestone. Like a backbone across the island there

are the hard, platter-like limestones, the remains of the bottom of an ancient

ocean. These rocks that we come across at Psiloritis are actually dark marbles

that are picked out from thin, white or tile-red strips of a harder silicic

material. 

The pressures that picked up the beds of rock and created the mountain are

captured like pleats or creases that crinkle the layers. They seem impressive

during the ride towards the monastery of Vossakos or the table-land of Nida.

At the northern coast and in some valleys of the mainland, schist rocks create

beautiful coombs, valleys and table-lands. 

demarcated from Eleftherna-Margarites - Orthe, Agia Eirini in Krousonas,

Gafaris at the forest of Rouvas, Vorizia in Zaros, Patsos in Amari, Kalandares

at the south of Mylopotamos and Moussai next to Mourtzana and Migia in

Anogia. Many of the table-lands and the gorges of Psiloritis consist an oasis of

endemicity and biodiversity gathering and protecting unique species of flora

and fauna of Crete. Without dispute, the caves are the most impressive

elements of the anaglyph of this area due to their number and their forms.
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THE HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND OCCUPATIONS
The Crete of Psiloritis is a treasure full of pictures of natural beauty, a combi-

nation of aromas and tastes, a bridge that connects the past with modern life.

Locals live with the mountain that surrounds them and defines their everyday

activities. 

They live under the sound of lyre and the Cretan dance. They compose Cre-

tan couplets; sing about love, life and death. The folk celebration and the tra-

ditional activities are accompanied by dance, singing, food, wine and raki. They

are celebrated giving another meaning to everyday life. Also, they preserve

their customs by participating voluntarily in celebrations, weddings and chris-

tenings, at the sheering of sheep as well as during the production of raki. All

year long, there are religious celebrations at the settlements and the church-

es, where the residents meet in order to pray and get together.

The municipalities and other cultural associations organize events, festivals,

conferences.

The area of Psiloritis is agricultural and stockbreeding due to its mountainous

morphology. Stockbreeding remains a traditional occupation. Dairy produc-

These include simple droughts of the surface such as Voulismeno Aloni in

Tylisos, cavitations or rock roofs such as in Agios Antonios in Patsos village,

underwater rivers such as Chainospilios in Kamaraki and the cave in Erfoi at

the Municipality of Arkadi, to precipices such as Tafkoura in Nida that reaches

the 960 meters under the surface. Many caves are impressive due to their

decoration. Especially the cave of Sfendoni at Zoniana with a surface of 3000

square m and partly accessible to the visitors or the cave of Melidoni with the

enormous stalagmites and stalactites which is known for the historic sacrifice

of its people that were burnt fighting for their freedom. The two caves

mentioned above are some of the few accessible caves in the island.  Other

caves such as Chonos of Sarchos, Koritsi in Nida or Kamilari in Tylisos, Mougri

at Sisses and Tsoupa at Kalivos, Arkalospilios at Marathos and Spyliara of

Astyraki, Notiki Tripa at Nithavri, Margiles at Elenes are characterized for their

difficulty and riskiness but also for the legends and traditions that have hidden

behind their dark walls. Surely the greatest are these of Idaion Andron at Nida,

Kamaraiko in Kamares, Sfendoni at Zoniana and Gerondospilios in Melidoni.

The beauty of the landscape of Psiloritis, the value of its natural monuments

and the richness of the cultures has ranged Psiloritis in the List of Global

Geoparks of Unesco under the name of “Psiloritis Natural Park” and the

European Geoparks Network.

tion and standardization takes place in well equipped modern industrial units. 

The flat country zone of Psiloritis is one of most productive areas of olive oil.

The fertile land favors the cultivation of olive trees, vineyards, grains at the

lowlands and citrus trees at the mountainous areas. Apiculture as well as the

collection of wild herbs is especially developed due to the bountiful quanti-

ties of wild herbs, especially thyme. The life of the people that are occupied

with agriculture and stockbreeding has changed dramatically since the

appearance of tourism.

Tourism offers new activities and resources to the people of the area since the

modern infrastructures that were developed offer working places to them.
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PSILORITIS OF TASTE
The Cretan diet according to international diet researches is a model of health

and long life.

The Cretan cuisine is a treasure of tastes, colors and aromas.  

Rethymno area has the largest olive plantation in Europe and produces this

golden seed in bountiful quantities. The mild climate of the land and the

immense variations in altitude from the sea as far as the mountainous area

favor the cultivations of various fruits and horticulture all year long. The sea

offers fish while stockbreeding is blooming.

The residents of Psiloritis enjoy a variety of tastes that are the result of the fer-

tile land. Their recipes are simple made by authentic local materials, composed

with imagination and a variety of combinations. The gastronomy of Psiloritis

follows the commands of religion empha-

sizing on fast, customs and traditions that

are still kept alive. 

Oil, cooked or raw, has a special place on

the table in combination with seasonal

vegetables and wild herbs that can be

found in bountiful quantities. 

Lamb meat or the meat of small animals

(hares, chickens) plays an important part

Agro touristic units, restaurants, workshops of folk art, shops and tourist busi-

nesses offer new prospects for the area. At the coastal zone, fishery remains

one of the occupations of the locals even today. Using imagination and simple

materials from the land, people create various works of art. Folk arts that are

still preserved, offer handmade works of art in the entire zone of Psiloritis. At

Anogia and Aksos the waving tradition of the village is still kept alive. At Mar-

garites village the art of pottery is blooming. In Alpha and Laga village at

Mylopotamos the traditional stone makers still practice the craft of stone

dressing. At Vizari and Anogia village we will come across workshops of wood

sculpture, at Kalogeros village the pottery workshops and at Apostolous village

the stone dressing workshops. At Zaros and Gergeri there are two exception-

al instrument-making workshops, while at Ano Meros of Amari there is a

buskin shop. The housewives maintain weaving a domestic activity.
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A QUICK TOUR OF PSILOTIRITIS 
A quick tour at the four sides of the horizon. The northern part of the moun-

tain is in the prefecture of Rethymno, in the area of Mylopotamos with large

settlements and historic monuments succeeding one another as far as Anogia

village before the main mountainous area of Psiloritis. We ascend towards the

northwestern part from the lowlands of Mylopotamos towards the legendary

Monastery of Arkadi, known for the holocaust during the 1866 revolution.

Ancient Eleftherna is one of the ancient cities of Crete in which important

archeological findings were found. The picturesque village of Margarites is well

known for its pottery tradition. In the historic village of Melidoni there is an

ancient cave called Gerondospilios which was a place of sacrifice for the fight

for freedom. From Lakkos Migeros place near Livadia village a path leads to the

top of Timios Stavros, the highest peak in Crete. In the community of Zoniana

there is the cave of Sfendoni which is one of the most important caves in

Greece. Anogia is well known for its political and cultural tradition, the weav-

ing tradition and the fights of the people for freedom. The cave of Idaion

Andron was a worship place of the father of Gods, Zeus. Zominthos shows that

inhabitance in the sacred mountain begun prehistorically. The table-land of

Nida with the unique biodiversity of plants spreads high to the mountain very

close to the wild landscape. The rock-build, round shepherds’ shelters (mitato)

are spread around all the sides of Psiloritis. Near the village of Anogia there is

the picturesque village of Kamariotis with the church of Agios Georgios. The

former region of Malevizi starts from the eastern side near the prefecture of

Heraklio. Here, the landscapes of Psiloritis changes, the lowlands with the vine-

yards are followed by sharp rocks and abrupt glacis with large breeches. Tylisos

at the lowlands is one of the most important cities of ancient Crete that

bloomed from the Minoan until the Geometric eras. Krousonas is one of the

most important mountainous settlements of the Prefecture of Heraklio with the

historic monastery of Agia Irini. The mountain chain of Livadi constitutes a shel-

ter full of apple and pear trees. The area of Pano Riza is characterized by the

immense presence of water. The gorge of Gafaris near the forest of Rouvas is

of especial natural beauty. The lake of Votomos near Zaros is one of the most

important places for forestal recreation in the village. The historic Monastery of

Vrondisi is connected to the topology of the Cretan painting during renaissance.

The cave in Kamares is known for the vessels of unique art. The south part of

Psiloritis is succeeded from the eastern part by the area of Amari that belongs

to the prefecture of Rethymno. North of Kouroutes village expands the unique

forest called Pardi and the shelter of the Mountaineering Club of Rethymno.

The route from this side of the mountain is relatively accessible for the ascend

to the top of Psiloritis. The remnants of the ancient city of Sivritos can be found

in Thronos village. The gorge of Patsos with the cave of Agios Antonios is of

especial natural beauty.

in the nutrition of the people. Dairy products and eggs in combination with

wheat bread, barley cookies and olives in various recipes always have a spe-

cial place on the table. 

Snails (choclios), legumes and fish complete the gastronomic feast. 

The meal is always accompanied by wine or raki. Seasonal fruits as well as

wild herbs are consumed everyday completing a rich and healthy meal. 

The pure thyme honey, raisins, almonds, dry

figs, grape-juice syrup are used as desserts

along with sweet cheese called “mizithra”.
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PEREGRINATION
WITH ANOGIA

AS THE POINT OF
DEPARTURE

CRETE PSILORITIS PEREGRINATION AREA
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A TOUR OF IMPORTANT SETTLEMENTS - ROUTES
Anogia - Zominthos - Nida
The asphalt road that leads to the table-land of Nida crosses outside the fenced

archeological site of Zominthos in which the Minoan building and ancient pot-

tery workshop was discovered. An imposing whitethorn is in the entrance.

Nearby there is the country church of Agia Marina and the fountain with clean

water. Along the road in the area of Skourvouli there is a parking lot with a

panoramic view. 

The route in which there is mainly makia vegetation with many endemic herbs

of Crete leads us to the table-land of Nida in between the peaks of Psiloritis. The

table-land extends to the centre of the mountainous area of Psilotitis and is cov-

ered by bushy vegetation. The endemic plant Pilygonum idaeum also called gold-

en herb by the locals prevails. North of the table-land there is the cave of Idaion

Andron, well known from mythology as the place of nurturing-protection of

Zeus by Kourites. The excavations in the area of the cave revealed important

worshipping findings, dedications as well as unique copper shields of Idaion

Andron. The worshipping begun from the post-Minoan era until the Roman era,

demonstrating the diachronic worshipping use of the cave. Near the cave of

Idaion Andron there is also the sacred

church of Analipsi with a wonderful view

of the mountain. Impressive is the rock

monument which is dedicated to the

“Peace rebel”, each anonymous resident

of Anogia who fought for the peace

between people. 

Anogia - Zominthos - Vroulidia forest
From Anogia ascending towards Nida we come across the archeological site of

Zominthos. Here, a rare natural environment coexists with antiquities, the small

church of Agia Marina and the shepherds’ shelters (mitato). The shepherds’

shelters are stockbreeding facilities and constitute unique architectural

constructions that remind arched tombs of the Mycenaean era. At the eastern

side there is the church of Agios Iakinthos that is built as a shepherds’ shelter and

constitutes the centre of important cultural events. At the forest of Trigiodo-

Vroulidia we come across perennial hollies as well as other species of the Cretan

flora such as cypresses, planes, pear trees and other. From the mountaineering

shelter at the site of Trigiodo, in which you can be accommodated after

arrangement with the Mountaineering Association of Rethymno, we ascend to

the church of Analipsis. Following the marks of the European path E4 (red marks

and rocks) we are led after 4 hours and 30 minutes to the top of Timios Stavros,

the highest peak of Crete (altitude 2456 m).    

ANOGIA
The historic town of Anogia is the centre of the homonymous municipality.

Out of all the settlements it is the one with the highest altitude in Crete. It is

consisted of many vigorous neighborhoods. In Metochi, one of these neigh-

borhoods, there are small identical buildings in which the residents from Ano-

gia were accommodated during the holocaust in 1944. Descending towards

Malevizi and Heraklio, there is the settlement of Sisarcha. 

The inhabitance of Anogia begun from

the prehistoric years as witnessed by the

pre-Hellenic landmark of Zominthos and

the archeological researches in the same

area and the area of Idaion Andron. Life

continued during the byzantine years, the

Venetian occupation until today. During

the Turkish invasion it became the village

that was dedicated to the mosque of Sul-

tana Valide in Heraklio. The insubordi-

nate residents always fought for the freedom of the island and paid their

courage with their own blood. In 1822 pasha Serif set fire in the village to

revenge the residents for participating in the fight for independence.

During the big revolution in 1866 in Anogia, many revolutionary men from

Eastern Crete gathered and voted for their representatives in the General

Assembly of the Cretans. In September, they fought in the battle of Almiros in

Heraklio while in November of the same year they participated in the holo-

caust of the Monastery of Arkadi along with other residents from Mylopota-

mos stopping the attack of pasha Resit against the village of Anogia. The res-

idents of the area participated actively in the Battle of Crete during the 2nd

World War. During the German invasion Psilotitis accommodated many

resistance groups. The most significant event of the battle was the kidnapping

of the German General Kraipe who was taken in Anogia before escaping to

Africa. As a result of the participation of the residents in the sabotage of

Damasta and the kidnapping of General Kraipe was the holocaust of Anogia in

August 1944. After the war the settlement was designated as a municipality

and a model village of development.
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WORTH VISITING (A journey in nature) 
A large part of the mountain zone of Psiloritis belongs to the Municipality of

Anogia with a unique geophysical diversity. The tectonic changes and the

pressures that formed the mountains billions of years ago are captured in

the corrugations of the rocks, while the undersea volcano eruptions are vis-

ible on the ophiolithic rocks from Gonies in Malevizi as far as Anogia.  The

unique characteristic of the area’s anaglyph are the gorges, the table-lands

and the caves. In the area, the gorge of Migias east of Anogia and the gorge

called “Psakofarago” near Skinakas as far as the forest of Rouvas is impres-

sive. Nida is the largest table-land of Psiloritis with unique biodiversity.

Smaller table-lands are the ones in Petradolakia, Zominthos and Evdomos

north of Gonies. There are many caves. The most well known is the cave of

Idaion Andron, the mythical cave-shelter for the nurturing of Zeus and the

cave at Koritsi site near Zominthos. At Psiloritis there are some deeper cave

chasms such as the one of Tafkoura that is 960 meters deep.

The complex natural environment resulted in the creation of unique preser-

vation pouches of endemic forms of flora and fauna in Crete and the entire

area of Psiloritis. The wider area of Anogia has been placed in the “NATURA

2000” network. The gorges and the higher glacis as well as the table-lands

are rich in herbs, makia vegetation and trees. 

At the table-land of Nida, there are a few trees, mainly maples, wild pear

trees and Common Hawthorns. There are also important endemic plants

such as the well known dictamus, the Cretan ebony and the endemic plant

called golden herb that spreads like a carpet in the entire table-land. In

smaller table-lands around Skinakas village, one of the rarest plant of Crete

and one of the four endemic species in Greece grows there. This perennial

species of Horstrissea is endangered to habitat loss due to the grazing of the

animals. Ascending to a higher altitude at Psiloritis, we observe that vegeta-

tion was a result of live stocking. Most of the bushes are prohibitively bristly.

This is where the endemic Cretan colchicum grows. 

Ascending towards the mountainous Malevizi, olive tree plantations and

vineyards prevail. This is the place where wine of Malevizi is produced which

according to researchers refers to a variety called Malvazia of the medieval

ages. At the mountainous area of Malevizi, the fauna and flora is similar to

the fauna and flora of the mountainous area of Psiloritis. At Gonies, we

come across osiers in the park called “Ligies of Panagia” and in the nearest

village Astyraki we will find a plant called “astyrakas” which is one of the

most beautiful trees in Crete. 

The area of Anogia is similar to the mountainous area of Psiloritis, the high

altitudes and the intense geomorphology. It is also characterized by the vari-

ety in overground but also underground fauna. The wider area of moun-

Anogia - Zominthos - Skinakas  
From Anogia, passing the archeological site of Zominthos we can ascend by

car to the Observatory of Skinakas which is located in the homonymous top.

In the middle of the route we will come across the churches of Agios Mamas

and Agios Fanourios which are celebrated annually by large stockbreeding

families of Anogia. 

The Observatory of Skinakas is at an altitude of 1750 m and is a shared sci-

entific facility of the University of Crete and the German Institute of Max

Planck. It can be visited during summer one Sunday every month. From that

point begins the forest of Rouvas.

Gonies - Astyraki - Aidonochori - Kamariotis
Following the provincial road that connects Anogia with Heraklio we pass by

Sisarcha and come across Gonies of Malevizi with the gorge of Gonies and the

reconstructed windmill. At the third kilometer of the road towards Tylisos we

head to the left and come across Astyraki. Its name comes from the sacred

tree called “astyrakas”. Next, we come across the picturesque village of

Aidonochori with the old Elementary school. Next, we will come across

Kamariotis, the beautiful medieval village with the basilica of Agios Georgios.
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CHURCHES
The church of Agios Ioannis in Anogia with the wood sculptured temple hon-

ors the Annunciation. The southern part of the church honours Agios Ioannis

Prodromos and has frescoes of the early 14th century. The presentation of the

burial of the Christ is of particular interest as due to the inscription: “The bur-

ial of the god”. The Saint empress Irini and great martyr Kiriaki are pictured

with crowns and opulent garments. Agios Dimitrios the equitant wears a coro-

nal and holds a spear in his right hand. 

The church of Agios Georgios at Kamariotis presents a particular interest. The

western entrance presents the lion of Agios Markos in between the coats of

arms. In the arch of the central part there is a two-headed eagle of Palaiolo-

gos family and the coat of arms of the Kallergis family. The central part hon-

ours Afendis Christos, the northern part honours Agios Nikolaos and the

southern part Agios Georgios.

tainous Psiloritis accommodates a few Lammergeyers, some war eagles,

Bonelli’s eagles and lannerets. The endemic butterfly Kretania psylorita lives

and reproduces exclusively in the table-land of Nida.

Underground, there is an entire animal world living in the caves of Psiloritis.

The wildcat was recently found again in the area.

IDAION ANDRON, a trip to the myth and the historic memories
At an altitude of 1500 m there is the cave where the father of Gods and people

grew up. The worshipping of the Cretan born Zeus in Crete presented a partic-

ularity in relation to the rest of Greece. The God dies and reborns every year at

his birth place, the cave. In this place, the excavation research discovered a

plethora of dedication to the god from the Neolithic era until post ancient times.

The unique copper shields of Idaion Andron stands out which are among the

finest works of art of the ancient world. At Zominthos a well preserved Minoan

palace was discovered that is surrounded by a settlement with a cemetery as well

as a pottery workshop of the 1600 B.C. The significance of the discovery of

Zominthos in the understanding of the

Minoan culture is immense since it indicates

a permanent human placement at an altitude

of over 1000 m in the mainland of the island.

The existence of a Venetian dairy factory as

well as more modern shepherds’ shelters in

the area witnesses the uninterrupted use of

the site in stockbreeding. 

MUSEUMS
The Old House of Anogia is the folk collection of the former mayor of Anogia

Georgios Smpokos which can be visited after telephone arrangement. In

Perachori there is the house that Nikos Ksilouris grew up and the Museum of

Grilios. Here are exhibited works of art of the authentic folk artist Alkiviadis

Skoulas who learned to paint, carve the wood and the stone at an old age. In

Anogia you can also visit the museum that is dedicated to the third holocaust

of the village in 1944.

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS ALL YEAR THROUGH
Anogia is a unique example of cultural blooming and constitutes a Pan-Hel-

lenic phenomenon of the cultural wealth and quality of events. It is no coin-

cidence that Manos Chatzidakis created the Music battles during the 70's,

expanding the deep innate cultural and musical tradition but also their open

mind and acceptance of the people of Anogia, which is a rare phenomenon

in the mountainous communities.
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the plays, the concerts, the exhibitions and the conferences. The Center of

the protection of the elderly of Anogia has been participating and organizing

events for years, such as carrying out folklore studies and collections regard-

ing the habits and the customs of the village, always emphasizing on the par-

ticipation of the third age. The Center of Environmental Education that re-

cently settled in the Student Halls of Anogia begun dynamically with the ac-

commodation of events, meetings and scientific conferences. For years the

Academic village works as a summer school with seminars from many coun-

tries and as a conference place of important scientific meetings. The visitor

should not miss the celebration of the fifteenth of August at Kamariotis

where a celebration with treats such as raki during autumn takes place at

the square of the village. The cultural club of Gonies in Malevizi organizes in-

teresting events every summer.

TOURIST INFRASTRUCTURES
The area of Anogia has been an area of attraction not only for Greek but also

for foreign visitors all year long. The mild climate of the area as well as the

archeological sites, the physiolatric routes and the rich cultural celebrations

has made Anogia a desirable destination during summer. During winter, the

visitors enjoy the warmth of the mountainous settlement, which is very close

to the top of Psiloritis. It is preferred for one-day excursions, skiing or a deli-

cious meal. In the wider area there have been created agro touristic lodgings,

hostels and rent rooms that are able to accommodate visitors all year long.

The area is also ideal for alternative physiolatric activities such as moun-

taineering, a visit to the caves and climbing.

The mountaineering shelter is located in Trigodio place with the possibility to

accommodate up to 15 people after arrangement with the Mountaineering

Club of Rethymno. During winter the visitors can ski, visit interesting places

towards Nida and Zominthos while the ski centre of Anogia has not been fin-

ished yet. As far as gastronomy is concerned, Anogia is a revelation of tastes

and combination mainly with fresh local meat and dairy products, cooked with

traditional recipes. Exceptionally tasteful are many starter dishes with original

Cretan starters. The tastes of Anogia are unrivalled and are consisted of roast

meat, pasta with soft cheese called “anthotiro” and pies with sweet or sour

soft cheese called “mizithra”. The square of Meidani or Armi is ideal for a cof-

It is also no coincidence that Nikos Ksilouris, the unique artist, was born in

Anogia. The artist who celebrated the dreams for freedom of an entire gen-

eration. 

His voice, pure Greek is simple with a Byzantine tone and intense Cretan el-

ements and became a symbol in the memories of everyone.

This community still remains untouched and authentic; it participates in

weddings, the customs before the wedding, at trousseaus, at the exchanging

of the rings, at the feast at the houses of the couple, at the dance of the

bride, the Cretan couplets and the teasing songs. This community still suc-

cumbs with absolute respect to the commands of Zeus for honest, sincere

hospitality, for the treat, the religious celebrations, the shearing and any

other social celebration. The square of the Town hall (Armi), Meidami and

Perachori is a place of every day socializing all year long and mainly during

summer. The night of Holy Saturday large piles of wood are burnt in the

neighborhoods.

The Iakinthos celebration is regarded as a cultural event all around Greece.

It takes place every July at the amphitheatre next to the church of Agios

Iakinthos. The Municipality of Anogia is present in many events all year long

as well as in the celebration called “Cultural August”. The Cultural Associa-

tion of Anogia also organizes events during the year. The 13th of August is a

day of remembrance for the people of Anogia as the last holocaust of the

village from the troops during the Second World War. At the same time at

the fifteenth of August the celebration of the church of Theotokos takes

place in the village of Perachori. The visitor can take part in the events, in
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fee or delicious desserts. In the square of Per-

achori the visitor can have a raki or a deli-

cious starter in all the coffeehouses and tav-

erns. The same tastes are offered n the coffeehouses of Gonies, Sisarcha,

Astyraki, Aidonochori and Kamariotis.

WHAT TO BUY BEFORE LEAVING
The area of Anogia is known for its long crafting tradition. Weaving and wood

sculpture are arts with which many generations of the people of Anogia grew

up. In Anogia, the loom is still set up in the house and women continue to

create handmade textiles. In Anogia, there are many weaving shops-workshops

in which the visitor can admire the art of loom and buy or order textiles.  In

Anogia you can also buy broidered cookies that are considered as gifts-symbols

in times of joy (mainly in weddings and christenings). The visitor can find and

buy small or large cookies in the bakeries of the area. As far as folk art is

concerned, the visitor can buy souvenirs and wood sculptures of the area. The

modern factory of blown glass is a place where you can buy beautiful glass

objects. From the butcher shops and the cheese factories you can buy delicious

local dairy products of excellent quality.  Basketry is still practiced in Gonies

village of the Malevizi area. 

NEAR THE AREA 
The antiquities of Tylisos are of the most important in the island. The inhabi-

tance in the area begun from the first Minoan years and continued since the

Hellenistic era. At Tylisos there are many Christian monuments such as the

church of Metamorphosis of Christ with frescos of the 14th century. The road

that leads to the new national road offers a unique getaway towards the north

at the coasts of Agia Pelagia and Fodele for sea activities. 

If you want to head south you can follow the route for the table-land of Nida.

Before Nida, from Petradolakia, the earthen road towards the forest of Rou-

vas, Gergeri and Zaros is accessible one with a 4x4 vehicle.




